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Abstract:
We present a formalism describing neutrino oscillations in any application be­
yond the Standard Model theory. Instead of using the standard pure states ap­
proach, we apply the density matrix formalism. In general, in New Physics models, 
neutrino states are no longer as pure as they are in the Standard Model. We discuss 
the details of the appearance of a mixed state, following which possible New Physics 
effects are taken at the levels of both the production and detection processes. We 
present a number of examples of calculations with our formalism, using muons as 
a source of neutrinos and different detection process. We also show the connec­
tion between normal formulae, derived by assuming pure states, and proper results 
based on the density matrix approach. The difference occurs at the second order 
in parameters describing the departure from the Standard Model. Finally, as an 
application of our formalism, we also demonstrate that it is possible to distinguish 
Dirac and Majorana neutrinos in oscillations when New Physics scalar interactions 
are present.
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C h a p t e r  1
Introduction
Neutrinos are considered the most mysterious particles of the Standard Model (SM). 
Their existence was first proposed by Pauli [1] in order to save conservation lows, but 
a major problem appeared in the electron spectrum observed in neutron beta decay. 
If it was two-body decay, then energy and momentum conservation lows required 
the electron to have one specific value of energy and not a continuous spectrum, 
as was observed. Following the introduction of the neutrino, the decay was now 
considered three-body decay, and the predicted electron spectrum started to be in 
agreement with experiments. The fact that neutrinos have spin 1/2 follows from 
the angular momentum conservation.
When Pauli postulated the existence of neutrinos, it seemed that it would be 
impossible ever to detect them. Even today, they are very hard to detect because 
they are the only fermions with no electric charge; moreover, their tiny mass also 
distinguishes them from other particles whose masses are usually many orders of 
magnitude greater. That is why for many years neutrinos were assumed to be mass- 
less. In principle, SM is a consistent, well-defined theory with or without neutrino 
masses, but massive neutrinos have very a interesting phenomenology; for example, 
they can oscillate - as proposed by Pontecorvo [2] - or CP violation can occur in a 
lepton sector of the SM. Neutrino oscillations were considered for a long time not 
only the best place to confirm that neutrinos have non-zero masses (even today, os­
cillations are the only experimental results that indicate non-zero neutrino masses), 
but also as a way to test theoretical models. Of course, the data obtained in neu­
trino oscillation experiments are helpful for constraining neutrino mass models [3], 
although models of new interactions, astrophysical models and many others can also 
be tested using neutrino data. One of the most important of these examples is the 
Standard Solar Model, the predictions of which are in agreement with experimental 
data, but only after taking into account the neutrino oscillation effect in solar mat­
ter [4, 5]. Neutrino oscillations are the result of a misalignment of flavour and mass 
bases in which neutrino fields are written. Those two bases are related by a unitary 
rotation, which leads to the mixing matrix proposed by Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa, S. 
Sakata [6] and Pontecorvo [2] (MNSP). This mechanism is similar to well-known 
quark mixing.
Physicists are still searching for ‘New Physics’ (NP) effects that may show up in
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neutrino oscillation. Although SM is now in a perfect agreement with all the data1 
[10], there are a number of reasons for believing that SM is only a low energy effective 
theory of a more fundamental model [11]. What is usually considered the reason to 
look for an NP effect is a hierarchy problem, the smallness of neutrino masses, dark 
matter, dark energy, the unification of gravity with other forces, matter-antimatter 
asymmetry or a strong CP problem [12].
Two basic strategies are employed to search for deviations from the SM, i.e. NP 
effects can be searched for by building colliders that operate at higher energies or 
by increasing the precision involved in determining low energy observables. There 
is also another possibility connected with neutrinos, namely effects that accumulate 
across distance such as NP effects in neutrino matter oscillations. However, in 
order to understand the precise neutrino experiments, not only is a theory of matter 
oscillations required, but also the effects of NP in production and detection processes 
need to be taken into account [13, 14, 15]. Today, after more than 50 years since 
the discovery of neutrinos [16], as physicists we have now entered an era of precision 
neutrino experiments. It is therefore of great importance to understand all the 
possible effects connected with neutrino production and detection that may affect 
experimental results.
The aim of this work is to present a formalism which is valid for a large class 
of NP models. We assume only that the model is a Quantum Field Theory (QFT), 
which enables us to calculate an amplitude for the production process. Starting from 
the basic principles of Quantum Mechanics (QM), we try to construct a framework 
that enables us to calculate the effect of an NP model on production states. We use 
a density matrix (DM) formalism [17, 18], which is far more appropriate than usual 
approaches based on effective QM pure states [19]. The DM approach is valid in a 
large class of models, while using a pure state entails neglecting the entanglement 
of neutrinos and other particles that interact with it during the production process. 
Many different NP models lead to new types of neutrino interactions, which is 
commonly called ‘neutrino Non Standard Interaction (NSI)’. These NSIs can lead in 
general to the appearance of mixed states in a QM sense, as was first demonstrated 
in [13]. NSIs are usually considered to be of vector type (see e.g. [20, 21, 22, 19]) 
because they make the biggest contribution to the case of neutrino matter potential 
[23]. In this work we also consider other types of interactions, in particular the 
scalar interaction. NSIs of different types can be generated in the most of the SM 
extension, for example the general version of two Higgs doublet models [24, 25] and 
multi Higgs doublet models [26] leads to a scalar-charged particle which modifies 
the SM W* amplitude. Another good example is left-right symmetric models [27] 
in which both scalar and vector NSIs can appear with both the left and right chiral 
couplings, while the vector NSI can also appear in other models with extended gauge
1 There axe three exceptions, one is the muon anomalous magnetic moment, see e.g. [7], the 
second is an interesting result in B physics, i.e. asymmetry in the production of and /i-/i-
see [8] and the last one is forward-backward asymmetry in it, see [9]; however, in all these cases the 
difference between theory and experiment can still be merely a statistical fluctuation or systematic 
error connected to either an experiment or a theoretical prediction.
3groups, such as the 331 model [28, 29, 30]. Furthermore, models such as Zee-Babu 
[31, 32], models with triplet Higgs fields [33] and other extensions of SM Higgs 
models with scalar fields different to the usual Higgs doublet representation of an 
SM gauge group can introduce neutrino NSIs. Their strength depends on the specific 
type of models - even couplings with Higgs fields may be not negligible, since they 
are usually proportional to Yukawa couplings, which even though neutrinos masses 
are small, can be large in see-saw types of models.
The construction of a DM is presented in Chapter 2, where criteria for the ap­
pearance of pure or mixed QM states are discussed. The usual pure states are shown 
to be in agreement with our DM approach in the lowest order approximation. In 
Chapter 3, we demonstrate how to correctly include the propagation of neutrinos 
in matter and in a vacuum in our formalism. We also discuss the Lorentz trans­
formation properties of DM while changing the Centre of Mass (CM) frame to a 
Laboratory (LAB) frame and then determining how this transformation affects the 
number of neutrinos that reach the detector at the same distance away from the 
source of the neutrinos. Chapter 4 describes calculations of the detection cross- 
section, we discuss the problem of defining oscillation probability beyond the SM 
and we also calculate examples of oscillation probability and compare them with 
usual approximations. In Chapter 5, we show possible implications of NP in the 
neutrino sector on the possibility of distinguishing Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. 
This chapter also contains numerical results for the most promising scalar right- 
handed interactions in muon decay. Finally, we make our conclusions.
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In this chapter we present a DM formalism, which will enable us to describe 
initial neutrino states. The first part contains general considerations, and in the 
second part we present a few examples.
2.1 Production process
Let us assume that a neutrino is produced in a production process, such as muon 
decay
->• e~ Vp j7e,
or pion decay
7T+  —> f i +  V p .
To make the discussion generic we will not assume any specific process, and 
write the production process symbolically as
*->/ + i/(A,A), (2.3)
where iv(A, k) is a neutrino with helicity A and in fc’th mass state and i is a particular 
initial state which belongs to a set of all possible initial states i  E I  for a given type 
of reaction. For example, in the case of muon decay (2.1), the set I  is given by
1 = {H+)), |pt(—))}, (2.4)
where + (—) denotes the right (left) helicity state. Analogously, /  e J  where J- is 
a set of final states from which we exclude the observed neutrino; in case of muon 
decay in SM (neglecting the neutrino masses in kinematic variables,) it is given by
F  =  { le(+ )l7e(+! !))> Ie(+ )ł7e(+, 2)), |e(+)i'e(+, 3)), (2.5)
|e(-)i7e(+ ,l)> , |e(-)i7e(+ ,2 )), |e(-)j7e(+ ,3 ))} .
(2.1)
(2.2) 
we will
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Next, we assume a model (a local, causal QFT) which enables us to calculate an 
amplitude for the production process (2.3). In general, this amplitude will depend 
on neutrino energy E, momentum p, mass eigenstate k and helicity A, as well as 
on the quantum numbers of the initial state i1, its kinematics pt, final state /  and 
its kinematics pj. Therefore, we can write the amplitude as Ak(E,p,X;i,pi, f,pj). 
From this point we assume that the kinematics of the initial state is given (e.g. 
we chose a laboratory frame or a rest frame when the neutrino is produced in 
a decay process) and we omit argument pi in amplitude; consequently, we write 
Ak(E,p,X ;i,f,pf ).
2.2 Density matrix
Now we proceed to constructing a density matrix (statistical operator) that will 
describe neutrinos produced in a process (2.3). First of all we must look at the 
initial state. If it is a pure state, then the final state is also pure and is given by
\ final) = N [  dp,{p,pf )Ak(E,p,X; i,f,pj)\vk{p,\),f), (2.6)
f r y *
where dfi(p,pf) is an integral over the reaction’s product (2.3) phase space with 
measure n(p,pj), such that it takes into account all Dirac delta functions connected 
with four momentum conservations, and on shell relations for external particles, N 
is a normalisation factor. The initial state may be pure, for example in the case of 
pion decay, but in general it does not have to be pure. For example, in the case 
of a planned neutrino factory, muons are very unlikely to be perfectly polarised 
[34], although they will have some degree of polarisation 0 < p < 1 so they can be 
described by density operator
Qi =  P K+ ))(m (+ )I + (1 - P ) H - ))(m (- )I • (2-7)
Using (ft)n.n' we denote the matrix element of any statistical operator which de­
scribes an initial state. So, in general the final state of the production process (2.3) 
is described by a statistical operator
et = N E n ,n '( f t )n .n ' Ek.fc', A,A' E / , / '  Iq MP,Pf) Iq M Ć  ,P'f) 
Ak(E,p,X;n,/,pf) \vk(p, A), f)(vk', {P, X'), f'\ A*k,{E',j?,X';ri,f',p'f ) (2.8)
where N is chosen such that Tr(gj) = l2. We can now prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. If an amplitude can be factorised such that Ak(E,p;i,f,pf) — B iX  
Ck(E,p,X;f,pf), then qj describes a pure state.
1 We denote the quantum numbers of an initial state in the same way as for an element of 2, 
but this does not lead to any confusion, since specifying any element of X is equivalent to writing 
all of its quantum numbers, the same remark applies to elements of IF.
2The trace here is taken over discrete and continuous variables.
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Proof. Since Ak(E,p,X;i, f , P f )  = Bi x Ck(E,p, A; /, pj), we can introduce N' = 
N Yli i>(Qi)i,i'BiB*,, in which case gj can be written as
Q] = N' ^ 2  ^ 2  f dfi(p,pf) f dfi(p,p'f ) 
k,k',\,X' /,/' 
Ck(E,p,X; f,p f ) | i*(p, A),/) X'),f'\ Ck,(E' ,X'\ f  ,p'}),{2.9)
which is obviously a projection on the state
□
Note that eq. (2.6) can be viewed as a special case of application of this theorem. 
Now that we have (?/, we can define a neutrino state, which we achieve by taking a 
partial trace over all possible states in T. The neutrino state is then given by
Ak(E,p,X;i,f,pj) Wk(p,X))(uk/,(^,X')\ AtflE1 ,j/,X';i',f,p'f).(2.11)
We can now formulate a theorem about the purity of the neutrino state.
Theorem 2.2. In a process where only a left-handed neutrino is produced, for a 
given neutrino energy E and momentum p, if an amplitude can be factorised such 
that Ak(E,p, —1; i, f,p j) = Bk x C(E,p\ i, f,Pf), then g describes a pure state.
Proof. The theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem (2.1), Here the 
neutrino state is given by:
K p ,- 1)) = 1)). (2 .12)
k
□
As an immediate consequence of this theorem we note that relativistic neutrinos 
produced in any charged current process within SM are in a pure state. This is 
because only left-handed neutrinos interact and any charged current amplitude, 
when neglecting the dependence on neutrino mass in kinematics, can by written 
as Ak(E ,p ,- l;i,f,p f) = U* kC(E,p;i, f,p}) with Uak being an MNSP mixing 
matrix. We obtain the neutrino state within SM
K ) = ^ 2 UakWk), (2.13)
k
which is the starting point of any standard derivation of oscillation probability. Let 
us also consider the integrals appearing in (2 .11)
J  dKP,Pf) J  ^dKP,p'f)s(P} ~ P/). (2-14)
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whereby the measure fi(p,pf) contains an overall energy momentum conservation 
delta function, i.e. p(p,pf) = 6{pi — Pf — p) x n'(p,pf), where p is a neutrino four 
momentum (E,p). Therefore, using the convolution properties of delta functions, 
we obtain
In M p , Pf) I q M P , p'/WPf ~ P'j) =
In  dt*'(p, Pf) Jq p'f )S(pf - p'f )6(pi - p f-  p)6(pi - p'f - p') =
Iq dft'iP, Pf) In  dp'tf, P/)<*(P/ - P/M(Pi - Pf ~ p)&{pi ~ P f~ j)  =
In dv'(P,Pf) In dn'{pf,pff )8{p} - p'f )6(pi - p f - p)6(p - p'), (2.15)
from which we conclude that the density matrix is diagonal in momentum indices. 
As a result, we can write
e = N J 2 ^ i’i' E  E l  M P ’Pf) 
i,i' f
Ak(E,p,\;i,f,pf ) K(p,A))(fcv(p,A')| A*k,{E',p, \'\i',f,p}). (2.16)
Unfortunately, this leads to serious problems, since from eq. (2.15) it follows that 
mf = ml, even for i =/= j. The reason for that is because we wrote an amplitude 
for an unlocalised case, and this cannot be the case for an oscillation experiment. 
Nonetheless, we have two options for dealing with this problem. We can still use 
the plane wave in order to keep calculations as simple as possible, but in all kine- 
matical variables we must set everywhere the mass of the neutrinos equal to zero. 
As such, equation (2.16) is still valid, and this approximation is good in practical 
terms because of the smallness of the neutrino mass in comparison to other energy 
scales appearing in the experiment, such as the energies and masses of particles 
accompanying neutrino production. Prom a theoretical point of view, wave packets 
would be a better option, but they would complicate the calculations significantly. 
Therefore, the best way to introduce the wave packets into our picture is to con­
volute an amplitude with function fa(pi — p\-,pf — pcj) peaked around central point 
(0 ,0) so that pcj  and p\ are central values of the final and initial momentum, and a 
parametrises the spread of the function. Now, equation (2.14) is replaced by
In M p ,p f) In ,p'f )d^(pi)dn(p'i) / a(pl - p^pf - pcf )fz(pi - p\,p'f - p))
= InMP,Pf)InMP,p'f)^APf>p'f)>  (2-1?)
so instead of the Dirac delta function we have function Aa(p/,py) = 
dn(pi)dii(p,i)fa(pl - p\,pf - pcf ) f ’ {p'i - p\,p’} - p)), which, because fa(x,y) peaks
around (0,0), tends to the Dirac delta function as a goes to zero A<t(p/,P/) <7~>°> 
6(pf — pf')S(pf — py)3. Now we see that the neutrinos’ energies and momentum 
need only to be equal approximately, up to spread a, so, as a consequence, condi­
tions rnf = mj need not be fulfilled for reasonable values of momentum and energy
3Actually, }<r{x,y) must be normalised properly in order to produce this limiting behaviour, 
although we assume that it was chosen such that it was possible.
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uncertainty values. Unfortunately, equation (2.16) can no longer be used and we 
are only able to conclude that the density matrix is nearly diagonal in momentum 
space.
Let us now go back to the plane wave approximation, i.e. in all kinematic 
variables we treat neutrinos as massless particles and the amplitude of neutrino 
production depends on neutrino mass only via the coupling constant. Finally, we 
can factorise the dependence of g on discrete and continuous variables. Let us define 
a
m  = (2 .i8)
where Tr() denotes taking a trace over all discrete variables only. Let us also 
introduce a quantity which represents the probability of finding a neutrino with 
momentum in interval \p,p + dp\:
^,dp — Tr(g)dp (2-19)
dp
in which case we observe that due to the overall normalisation of statistical operator 
g, the introduced neutrino momentum probability density function (NMPDF) is 
normalised such that f  dp^ jk = 1. Now we can write the neutrino density matrix as
(2.20)
Each of these terms is separately normalised and g(p) represents the neutrino density 
matrix for a given neutrino momentum, while ^  is a probability density function 
in a momentum space.
2.3 Muon decay
We now demonstrate the application of the presented formalism on the example of 
neutrino produced in muon decay within an effective model with different types of 
interactions. In order to achieve this, we analyse two cases, beginning with only left- 
handed neutrinos interacting in the effective model and later discussing the scenario 
whereby right-handed couplings also appear.
2.3.1 Left-handed neutrinos
We now present an explicit calculation for the neutrino density matrix in the muon 
decay example, using the effective Lagrangian interaction. We assume that only 
left-handed neutrinos are produced and that the interactions are of scalar or vector 
type, i.e.
C l = -2\/2G f  [gfj (UiPRe) (t iP ^ j) + ffij ( v a a PLe) (yr(a PLvj)\ + h.c. (2.21)
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/
Left-handed vector interactions
Let us first consider only the vector part, i.e. we put gfj = 0 into eq. (2.21) and 
as usual we neglect the neutrino mass in kinematics. The flux can be calculated 
immediately, if we assume that the initial muons are not polarised. Therefore, 
as the NMPDF in the muon rest frame is independent of neutrino direction, it is 
convenient to move to spherical coordinates and integrate over angles
— dfl = -Ar— , (2.22)
dp E2 dE y ’
where E is neutrino energy E =|| p ||. It is also convenient to introduce a dimen- 
sionless quantity x = where M  is muon mass. As such, can be related to
which is siven by I35]
= 2x2(3 - 2x). (2.23)
dx
In the above formula we have also neglected the electron mass. Furthermore, the 
neutrino spectrum in the laboratory frame is given by the same formula, although 
with x = -g- where E^ is a muon energy in the LAB. As we can see, the amplitude 
factorises for the part that depends on a neutrino and antineutrino mass index, as 
well as the part that depends on the spin indices of the electron and muon. The 
density matrix used to describe the neutrino is given by:
~r -V (9V)f9V
^  Trl(g^)tgVY (2'24)
In SM, the following relation gjj = U^U^j holds, so by using the unitarity of the 
MNSP matrix U we obtain
(io{p)sM)ij = U ;iUl l i , (2.25)
in agreement with general result (2.13). In general, the state given by Eq. (2.24) is 
not a pure QM state because state (2.24) is pure if and only if
(9V)'gV(9V)'9V = (9V)'9VTr[(gv)'gv], (2.26)
which is equivalent to gv having only one non-zero singular value4. Condition (2.26) 
can be written also in term of traces
Tr[{{gv^gvf} = Tr[{gv)^gv\\ (2.27)
The reason for the appearance of the mixed state is the entanglement between 
both the neutrino and antineutrino mass states. Let us now formulate another 
theorem. Firstly, we introduce normalised coupling constants matrices gw as follows 
9N = iigvui where ||yl|| = \/Tr\A^A\ is a Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
4Note that in order for the neutrino to be in a pure state, the condition for g(p) to have only 
one non-vanishing eigenvalue is trivial, but since g(p) ~ (gV)‘tgV, and from the definition of a 
singular value, it directly follows that g must have only one non-zero singular value in order for 
the neutrino be in a pure state.
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Theorem 2.3. g{p), in form (2.24) q(p) = 9n 9n, describes the pure neutrino state 
if and only if are rank-one matrices, i.e they can be written in the form gpj = vv!, 
where u and v are unit vectors.
Proof. The neutrino density matrix has a form
f?(p) = gN9N, (2.28)
so if we write gn = vv) with unit vectors u and v, then
g(p) = uu\ (2.29)
which is obviously pure. Now we observe that g/v is the square root of g(p), so 
from theorem B.2 we know that any other roots can be written as g'N = UgN for 
unitary matrix U. As a consequence, g'N = Uvut = v'u\ which again is a rank-one 
matrix. □
We interpret this theorem by noting that the two particle neutrino-antineutrino 
states in our case are given by \v%vj) = (gN)jiWi) 0  |Vj)- Thus, the simple result 
of theorem 2.3 just means that the neutrino state is pure, but only if the neutrino- 
antineutrino state is not entangled, i.e. \viUj) = (<wv)j*lI/*)®l1';') — (wi|i'i))®(uj|L'j)).
We can now return to theorem 2.2 to make it more general. In order to do 
so, we arrange the amplitude’s indices such that we form matrices Aafi = Aij^x = 
Ak(E,p,\-,i,f,pf), which we then normalise as An = jpqy. Comparing with our 
construction of a density matrix, we observe that An is the square root of the 
neutrino density matrix. Proceeding in a same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, 
we note that the neutrino will be in a pure state only when An = be* for unit vectors
6 and c. Theorem 2.2 is a special case demonstrating this fact.
We can also formulate theorem 2.3 in a slightly different way. In order for 
the neutrino to be in a pure state, we noted that gv can have only one non-zero 
singular value, which we can refer to as o\(gv) = Hg^ H- We now introduce matrix 
T,(gv), which is diagonal, and its non-zero elements are the singular values of gv , 
i.e. (E(gv)ij = Oi(gv)6ij. Then, using the SVD theorem (see B.4), we can write
gv = VE{gv)U\ (2.30)
where U and V are unitary matrices. Equation (2.30) gives us another form of gv , 
which leads to the g(p) representing a pure state in the case of S{gv) having only 
one non-zero element on a diagonal. It is of course equivalent to the result obtained 
in theorem 2.3, since E{gN) is a projector.
For completeness, let us also formulate a theorem that provides the criteria for 
a neutrino state to be maximally mixed.
/ y\t v
Theorem 2.4. Neutrino state g(p) = 7>[(flV)1flV] maximally mixed, i.e. g(p) = 
j j l  if and only if matrix gv is proportional to the unitary matrix.
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Proof. It therefore follows directly from the definition of the unitary matrix in a 
finite dimensional space. □
In practice, we do not expect to obtain a maximally mixed neutrino state, since 
in SM the neutrino state is pure and NP contributions are suppressed. Let us 
summarise our results in a table:
Neutrino state Matrix gv
Pure proportioned to partial isometry in the form gv ~ v)v
Maximally mixed proportional to isometry, i.e. unitary matrix
Let us now derive the neutrino state in a linear approximation. In SM we can 
write in a flavour base (we use a unitary MNSP matrix to change from the initial 
mass base) (gv )ap = $e0$fia- We assume that NP introduces a small correction eap. 
We work in a linear approximation with respect to NP parameters, and then up to 
the normalisation factor the density matrix is given by
(f?(p))<*a' = "I" £q£)) "I" ^ r//3 )
— ""f"" (2*31)
This can be represented as a pure state
W) = N ' ^ a f. + eae)\ua), (2.32)
a
when neglecting higher order correction. The state should be normalised, and the 
normalisation constant in our approximation is given by
N '=  l-2Re(elie). (2.33)
Left-handed scalar interactions
The situation becomes more complicated if we allow for a non-zero value of gs. 
Now, there is also entanglement between neutrino mass states and the spin states 
of the electron. Using amplitudes given in Appendix D, we calculate the NMPDF, 
which is given by
dj 4x2(2Tr[(gv)tgv](3 - 2x) + 3Tr[(g5)tg5](l - x)) 
dx TT[gv)^gv + 4(05 )tg5]
and the density matrix
(2.34)
_  2(gvygv (3 - 2x) + 3(g5)tg5(l - x)
0W 2Tr[(gvygv\(Z — 2x) + 3Tr[(g5)tg5](1 — x) ’
where we observe that the state is mixed in general. Let us now expand the de­
nominator of (2.35) for small values of scalar interaction coupling constants. Our
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expansion parameter is TV[(«75)t<75]5
2Tr[(pv)tjv’](3—2x) — (2Tr[(p^tflv](3_2x))2 ^ VKff5)1^ 5] + 0(7Y[((/5 )t(7S]2), (2.36) 
Therefore, density matrix (2.35) keeping only leading order correction is given by
| +
i ^ S  -  +  « W ) .  P . 3 7 )
Let us now assume that the vector part has the same flavour structure as found in 
SM, i.e. gYj = yVU*iUM, with \yv\ being the vector coupling strength close to one6. 
Next, the first term of (2.37) is just an SM term, while NP contribution is repre­
sented by just one function f(x) = a combination of coupling constants
] ^ |7  {((gSy 9S)ij — Ufj.iUpjTr[(gsygS]j- If we are interested in the antineutrino 
state, then formula (2.37) is still valid with the following changes gx —► (gx )* and 
function f(x) has to be changed to function h(x) = Note also the following
relation between functions f(x) and h(x): 16h(x)f(x) = 1. In Figure 2.1, we have 
plotted functions f(x) and h(x), from which we see that in the neutrino case the 
biggest effect caused by a new interaction is connected with low energy neutrinos, 
whereas in the antineutrino case the situation is the opposite. For x = |, both 
functions are equal, so this energy region may be interesting for experimental study 
because NP effects in neutrino and antineutrino initial states will be of comparable 
magnitude.
2.3.2 Right- and left-handed neutrinos
Let us now also allow for right-handed neutrino interaction. We consider the follow­
ing Lagrangian with only vector left-handed neutrinos and right-handed both vector 
and scalar terms:
£ /  =  - 2\ /2Gf  rfj (ViPie) (JiPRVj) + r ( V a aPRe) (JtyaPR^j) +
9ij (vaaPLe) (’P'Tc.PLi'j) ] + h.c. (2.38)
6T7-[(gs )tgs] is actually quadratic in scalar interaction strength, but since there is no linear
dependence on gs , we use it as an expansion parameter.
V|i2B|j/V| can not be equal to one because normalisation of the overall decay rate require \\g
7For the antineutrino case, the approximation is not good if x is very close to one, although this 
is not problematic for us because in practice x cannot be equal to one due to the non-vanishing 
electron mass which we neglected in the present derivations. Also, the antineutrino spectrum 
decreases very fast when x approaches unity. The point x =  1 is specific because in this pion the 
SM contribution is zero for antineutrinos.
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Figure 2.1: Functions /(x) and h(x) show how the NP contributions changes with 
neutrino energy.
Right-handed vector interactions
As before, we firstly analyse only the vector couplings, i.e we set r- = 0. In the 
unpolarised case, the density matrix has a simple form
= Tt\{tv)^tv + {gv)\gV] { ^ V^ rVp+l + (9V)'gVP-1) , (2-39)
where P+1 (P-i) is the positive (negative) helicity projector operators Px = 
| A = x) (A = x| . This state is mixed because the entanglement between 
neutrino helicites and those of other particles has occurred. This is an obvi­
ous conclusion, but let us present some form of proof by using DM formalism. 
We can assume that both the left- and right-handed parts of neutrino states 
are separately pure, i.e. Tr[{{rv)^rv)‘1\ = (Tr[{rv)^rv\f, and the same in the 
left part Tr\((gv)^gv)i\ = {Tr[{gv)^gv\)2. Let us also introduce abbreviations 
Tr[(gv)\gv] = TL and Tr\{rv) ^ v\ = TR, in which case the condition for the purity 
of the full neutrino state (2.39) is
T2r + T2l = (Tr + Tl )\ (2.40)
which means that the neutrino state will be pure in the presence of right-handed 
interactions, if both the left- and right-handed parts of the neutrino states are pure 
and Tfi = 0 or TL = 0. However, this is equivalent to rv = 0 or gv = 08 and 
the state is proven to be mixed, as expected. So, we observe that if right-handed 
neutrino interactions contribute to the production process, then the state is mixed. 
Let us also consider a case where the initial muon is polarised. Let 0 < P ^  1 be a 
polarisation degree (see eq. (2.7) ) and 6 denotes an angle between the polarisation
8See B .l for proof.
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Figure 2.2: The antineutrino momentum probability distribution function for P = 
— 1 and Tl + Tr = 1, \JTi = 0.9. We see that observing the neutrino for 9 ~ 0 
would be very difficult.
vector and neutrino direction. Then, using amplitudes given in Appendix D, we 
obtain
(sv )tsv (P(2x-l)cos(e)+2x-3) D .~  (2x-3)(Tl +Tr )+P(2x-1)(Tl -Tr ) coa(e) P 1 +
(rv )V v (-P(2x-l)cos(g)+2x-3) p  (2 41')
(2x-3)(Tl +Tr )+P(2x -1)(Tl -Tft) cos(6) + 11 K*-*1-)
We see that by adjusting the muon polarisation we can change the magnitude of 
the left and right parts of the neutrino density matrix. For completeness, let us also 
calculate the density matrix for antineutrino
ptft -  ( ^ ) T( ^ ) - ( ~ f  cos(g)+l) p  |
Tl +p{TL-TR)cos(e)+TR r - 1 +
{gV)T(gV)’ (Pcos(9)+l) p  (2  4 2 s
n + P (T L-tr ) c o s ( e ) + r R  r + l  ■
This result is interesting because, in principle, for 9 = tt and P  = 1 we can isolate 
the admixture of right-handed states. Unfortunately though, the NMPDF in this 
case is very small.
dj _  6(1 - x)x2 {Tl  + P(TL - Tr ) cos(9) + Tr)
dxdcos 9 Tl + Tr
In Figure (2.2) we plotted the NMPDF for P = 1 in a direction opposite to the Z 
axis, and other parameters were chosen to satisfy Tl + Tr = l 9, vT l = 0.910. The
This condition follows from the normalisation of the total decay width. 
l0This value is actually below the lower experimental limits.
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NMPDF is very small because it is proportional to the small ratio Tj~+T^ ' which is 
at most of the order 0.001 for current experimental limits [36].
Right-handed scalar interactions
Finally, we consider a case where right-handed neutrino interactions are of a scalar 
type and there are no vector right-handed currents, i.e. rv = 0. Let us introduce 
the following notation S r  = 7Y[(rs)trs], and similarly as before Ti = Tr[{gv)^gv\ 
contains an SM left-handed vector contribution. The antineutrino density matrix 
has a form
i t *  (rs)T(rs)*(2x — 3) 24(g^ ( ^ ) » ( x  - 1)
e{®  sr{2x - 3) + 24Tl (x - 1) _1 + SR(2x - 3) + 2ATL{x - 1) +1’ ( ' )
and for simplicity, as before, we assume that both the left- and right-handed parts 
of the neutrino states are separately pure. Calculating 1 — Tr[g(p)2] as a measure 
of purity of the state, we obtain
12(4 — Sr)Sr(x — l)(2x — 3)
1 "  T,|e®  1 -  (S„(4* -  3) -  24(* -  1))* 1 (2'45)
where we have used a normalisation condition Ti + = 1 which follows from the 
value of the total width and a Fermi constant definition. For small value of S r  the 
following approximation holds:
I-T^ 2' = w ^ +w ^ +°(s») (246>
which shows that obviously the antineutrino state tends to a pure state, as S r  goes 
to zero. The effect is small because it is proportional to S r . It is interesting to find 
a maximum of (2.45), which is located for
xo = 3 (  1 I 3^ ~ 1 S r  S r  S3r  S4r  I Q ( S 5 ) (2 47') 
8 \ Sr — 3 )  24 72 216 648  ^ R* ’  ^ '
so it is very close to the maximum possible energy of an antineutrino. Figure
2.3 shows the 1 — 7>[p(p)2] as a function of energy for different values of scalar 
coupling. The maximum value of 1 — Tr[g(p)2\ for x = xo is always exactly 5 . We 
can also derive an interesting relation between the case when new interactions are 
either of a left or right scalar type. In the unpolarised case, if we assume that in 
the antineutrino version of formula (2.35) matrices gv and gs are rank-one, then, 
up to a multiplicative constant £, the value of 1 — 7Y[p(p)2] for an antineutrino 
density matrix with scalar left-handed interactions is given by the same formula as 
(2.45), with the following substitutions S r  —*• Tr[g5 (g5)^ ]. The constant £ is given 
by £ = 1 — Tr\g^ {g^ )t]7v[ e f t )ł] 811 ^  can ta^e any values &om 0 to 1. Therefore, 
relation (2.47) applies also in that case, which is interesting because limits on scalar 
left-handed interactions are much weaker than in their right-handed counterparts.
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1 -  Tr[p2]
Figure 2.3: 1 — TV[£(p)2] as a function of the neutrino energy for different values of 
couplings. The maximum is at xq — 1 — ff-
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3.1 Transformation form CM to LAB
In the previous chapter, because of convenience, the density matrix and NMPDF 
were calculated in the rest frame of the decaying particle. In general, we perform 
explicit calculations in a frame in which we expect the formulas to have the simplest 
form, and then we need to transform it to another frame of reference. In our case, 
we need to perform a boost from a CM to a LAB frame in order to calculate the 
neutrino oscillation process. Hopefully, the spin-mass structure of the density matrix 
will be unaffected in practice (it is caused by the smallness of neutrino masses in 
comparison with the energy in a typical neutrino experiment, see Appendix A for 
details of calculations) and the transformations will follow
e'— >e' = e\p^ p>, (3.1)
in which case all we need to take care of is the neutrino momentum transformation. 
All the formulae appearing here are well known, see e.g. [37] for a review. We 
assume that the neutrino in the CM frame has a momentum vector lying in x-z 
plane p = Z?(sin 0,0 , cos 0) and energy E. We then perform a boost in z direction 
with velocity 0  and obtain
E' = 7  £(1 + 0 cos 6)
p'x = Ef sin O' = E sin 9
Py = PV = 0
p'z = E1 cos O' = yE(0 + cos 6), (3-2)
from which we can solve
. sin 9
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Both relations can now be merged into
— ^ tant  (3.4)
1 + /3 2 v '
This formula enables us to calculate the angular distribution in the LAB, provided 
that we know this distribution in the CM. We therefore can calculate which of a 
produced neutrinos will reach the detector. It is important that 9 is a monotonic 
function of 9'. So, assuming the baseline in the oscillation experiment to be L and 
r is the radius of the detector, then from e.q. 3.4 we obtain a maximum value of 9 
in CM for which the neutrino will reach the detector
Qmax = 2Arclan^ \ z ^ j ) -  (3.5)
If we assume that we know the energy-angular distribution of neutrinos in CM 
dEdcoa 8 , *n or(ier to calculate this distribution in the LAB frame ^^dcoae1 we a^ so 
need to know the Jacobian of the transformations, which is as follows:
J  =  7 ( l  + ffcosg) =  y ( 1 _ p coe9, y  (3-6)
such that we obtain the relation
dj 7(1 + /3cos0)— j ——. (3.7)
dE'd cos 9' dEd cos 9
3.2 Oscillation
The density matrix obeys a relativistic equation (compare [38, 39])
idpQ = [Pp, Q\, (3-8)
which can be formally solved
Q{x) = e-iP^ Q{ $)eiP»x\ (3.9)
so we can interpret the oscillation process as a translation of a neutrino DM in space 
and time.
3.2.1 Oscillations in  a vacuum
We now present the simple derivation of an oscillation length in our formalism. 
Let us first analyse the oscillation of a neutrino in a vacuum, i.e. energy and 
momentum are related in a standard way E2 = p2 + m2. We first analyse the phase 
factor proportional to PMxM, and we choose a four-vector in order to have the time 
component equal to T, the spatial component equal to L and the direction parallel to 
the neutrino’s momentum. Consequently, = ET—PL. Due to the propagation
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process, the elements of the density matrix acquire the phase factor, which can 
by written as (Ei — Ej)T because of the equal momenta assumption. Defining
average neutrino velocity v = ^  = , we have (Ei — Ej)T = —‘2P 1 L =
_p2_£^ 2 _|_ p2 \ (tTI^ _TTL^)
— L = \p 2 As such, the non-diagonal terms oscillate with the
standard oscillation phase in the plane wave approximation.
For completeness, let us also mention the other derivations of the oscillation 
phase based on various assumptions and approximations; a review of the subject 
can be found for example in [40]. We still use the equal momentum approximation,
m2
but now we expand the energy such that E{ = P + and we also approximate 
L = T such that we obtain the oscillation phase difference equal to
(m? — m?) Am?- <310>
which agrees with our previous results.
The derivation of the oscillation phase still is a subject of some controversy and 
appears in the literature from time to time (see e.g. [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 
49, 50, 51]). Nevertheless, we do not discuss this issue here and assume that the 
oscillation length in a vacuum is given by phase difference (3.10) such that
2 P
Lose =  2?r^ m2 - (3.11)
3.2.2 Oscillation in  m atter
We derive effective potential by describing neutrino oscillations in matter with gen­
eral forms of interactions. We assume that both charged current (after appropriate 
Fierz rearrangement [52]) and neutral current interactions are described by the fol­
lowing effective Lagrangian
-£=// = [^7r «(S“ + 3a75)^/] . (3-12)
* a
where a numerates different Lorentz structures a = S,V, T, P, A, and /  stands for 
any fermions present in the matter. In order to calculate the effect of the medium, 
we introduce an effective potential v j
-£int =  5 > r “ i/)v / , (3.13)
such that
= ę I Wfpi (p> A)Ja/ ’ (3‘14)
with a current J a given by
J Sa = r a (ga + £q7 5)^/|/,P, A),
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and a fermion distribution function pf(p, A) normalised to the number of fermions nj 
such that rif = PfiPi X)d3p. The effective potentials calculated by Bergmann, 
Grossman and Nardi [53], as well as the neutrino currents UiTruj, are given in Ap­
pendix C. These relations indicate that, for realistic unpolarised media, only vector 
and axial vector terms make a significant contribution in NP models. Also, tensor 
interactions may be important, but we neglect them because, for phenomenological 
reasons, we do not expect to obtain a tree-level contribution of tensor interaction. 
In general, dependence on medium polarisation and on average momentum may ap­
pear in astrophysical environments. In these cases, the dissipative term also needs 
to be taken into account while considering neutrino evolution equation [39]. We do 
not, however, discuss those cases here. Taking into account the relations given in 
Appendix C, we can write the approximate Hamiltonian for a neutrino with mass
771
HeJf = E + ^  + VLLPL + V™PR, (3.15)
where VLL = — Vq4 and VRR = Vq + Vq4 with and are given by (C.4) 
and (C.5), respectively. Pi, and PR are projector operators on helicity eigenstates. 
If we restrict ourselves only to the model given by (D.l), i.e. a Lagrangian which 
describes muon decay and inverse muon decay, of course no NP contribution to the 
matter’s effective potential will appear, since it is impossible to describe a coherent 
scattering within this Lagrangian only. More general NP Lagrangians, however, 
will produce a contribution to neutrino oscillations in matter, which can be easily 
calculated using the formalism presented in this chapter.
The evolution operator for a Hamiltonian (3.15) is given by
U{T) = exp (iHeffT) = e^E+^ \eiVLLPL + eiV*RPR), (3.16)
and since the overall phase is irrelevant1 we can use the following operator
U(T) = e*™ (eiVLL PL + eiVRRPR). (3.17)
As a solution to the evolution equation (3.8), with relativistic approximation and low 
environment density we obtain a density matrix in the detection place (at distance 
L = T from a production site in some specific direction)
e(L) = U(L)eU(L)t. (3.18)
As our probability distribution in momentum space (2.19) does not depend on neu­
trino mass or neutrino spin, we can write
e{L) = ^U{L)~e{p)U{L) t = ^g(p , L). (3.19)
lThis is equivalent to redefining the Hamiltonian by subtracting a constant energy E.
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In this chapter we analyse the detection of neutrinos at distance L from a pro­
duction site.
4.1 General formulae for the detection process
We learned in previous chapters that neutrinos arrive at the detector in a quantum 
state, described by the density matrix g(p,L) (3.19). This matrix contains all the 
information about the neutrinos’ state. In addition, we have learned about the 
neutrino momentum distribution given by the function ^4 (2.19). It now follows 
that we should choose a specific process that will serve us as a reaction to neutrino 
detection. In order to generalise our discussion, though, we do not choose any 
particular reaction; instead, we assume that the detection process is known and we 
are able to calculate an amplitude B to detect a neutrino with mass tth , helicity A 
and momentum p: Bi(X, p, x) where x denotes all other variables not directly related 
to the neutrino, such as the momentum and helicity of other particles participating 
in the detection process. The cross-section for the detection process is given by
where F is a flux in the case of two particle collisions 1 + 2 —► ..., given by F = 
\/(pi • P2 ) 2 — The integral in (4.1) is calculated over all available phase
space dLips(x) which depends on a specific type of reaction, also the sum over 
spin states of final particles and the average over spins of initial state particles are 
included in dLips(x).
The cross-section defined by e.q. (4.1) already contains an oscillation probability. 
In general, it cannot be written as the product of two factors cr(p, L) = a(p)P(L,p)
lThis expression can be further simplified in LAB frame we obtain F  = m2 |pi| or in CM
F=  Ipilv'a-
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as we see in an SM with P{L,p) being the universal oscillation probability. However, 
with some general assumptions we can say something more about the cross-section 
and oscillation probability. First of all, if the density matrix is diagonal in the 
neutrino helicity indices, i.e. g{p,L) = q++Pr + g— Pi, the cross-section is the 
sum of two independent terms
<j(p, L) = <j(p, L)+ + cr(p, L)_, (4.2)
with
a(p,L)+ = J  ^ Y ^ Bi(+l ’P’x)le++\ii'Bi'(+l ’P’x)dLips(x),
iy
(r(p,L)- = J  ^ Y^B i{- l,p ,x)[e— \u'B*,(-l,p,x)dLips(x). (4.3) 
v '
In this case we can independently treat left and right neutrinos. Let us suppose that 
only one of the contributions (4.2) is non-zero (for definiteness, let it be the negative 
helicity part, as in the SM). In this case, if the detection amplitude factorises such 
that the Bi(—l,p,x) = ViB(p,x), then we can write
o(p, L)- = a0P(p, L), (4.4)
with probability P(p,L) = ViV£[g__}u' and cross-section ao =
f  jr\B(p,x)\2dLips(x). This immediately enables us to find an SM limit which 
agrees with the standard oscillation formula, since in SM, for neutrinos with flavour 
a, we have
m2_m2
le— (4.5)
and <7o is a standard neutrino detection cross-section, while matrix V = U is a 
standard MNSP mixing matrix.
In general, if factorisation Bi(—l,p,x) = V{B{p,x) holds, the V{ factors can be 
normalised such that |Vi|2 = 1, in which case we have as usual P(p,L) < 1, so 
this quantity can indeed be interpreted as an oscillation probability.
For further convenience we can introduce an operator, which in the mass-helicity 
base is given by
= J  j;B*{X,p,x)Bv{\',p,x)dLips. (4.6)
As the density matrix does not depend on the detection reaction’s phase space, we 
can write a formula for detecting the cross-section in the form
o{p,L) = Tr[g{p,L)D'\. (4.7)
Similarly, as in the case of production, we can factorise the D operator such that
D = D<7q, (4.8)
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with D = tą[ą and °o = Tr[D\. As a result, the quantity
P(L,E) = Tr[Dg(p,L)} (4.9)
can be interpreted as a probability2 that is not as universal as an SM probability 
but instead depends on a chosen detection process. In the case of an SM, it reduces 
to a well-known probability formula and is equal to the probability defined in (4.4) 
in theories where only left-handed neutrinos are present. The quantity
cr0 =  J  y^^\Bj(\,p,x)\2dLips(x) (4.10)
i,A
is the detection cross-section when no oscillation is present (at a close detector, 
i.e. for L <C Loac and we simply approximate L = 0 in all equations). It is now 
possible to write a(p,L) = <jqP{L, E), which is connected to the fact that in the 
detection process no entanglement between neutrinos and other accompanying par­
ticles appears. Unfortunately, in general, the probability (4.9) is process-dependent; 
however, in theories like SM, where amplitudes for different processes have the same 
mass-dependent factor Vj (4.4), the oscillation probability is universal.
4.2 Specific processes
We now apply our general theory to specific cases of detection reactions.
4.2.1 Inverse muon decay
We analyse an inverse muon decay as a detection process, which can be described 
with the same Lagrangian
Ci = — 2\Z2G f x 
(vip-°e) (pPpVi) + (9ap)ij (vaSPae) (p-ysPpVj)} + h.c. (4.11)
as muon decay. More details can be found in Appendix D. We now calculate the D 
operator (4.6). Let us denote an SM cross-section for the process i/M + e —► n + i/e 
as
G% (s - M 2) 2 , , 
° sm = ----------, (4-12)
7TS
where, as always, M is a muon mass and Gp a Fermi constant. The matrix 
elements of D (4.6) for negative and positive neutrino helicity for inverse muon
2We can call this quantity a probability because it is a trace of two non-negative, hermitian
operators with a unit trace each, so 0 < P(L, E) < 1.
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decay are given by
(M 2 + 2s)((gfL)* gfL + (9rl)^9rl + ^(9rlV9rl)
D -  = ------------------------------ 24«------------------------------
(M 2 + 2s)((3Rft)tgRfi + + 4(9lrY9lr)
D++ - ---------------- 24s---------------- aSM
+ (9rr)*9rr<tsm- (4-13)
As we can see, there are no interference terms between different types of interactions. 
Assuming that only gfL and g^L are non-zero, then the cro (4.10) is given by
<*o = (Tr[(gf L)tgf L](M22+2s) + T T [{g vL L ) ' g vLLj )  aSM- (4.14)
Furthermore, quantity D is equal to
ft = (9 ll) '9 ll(m 2 + 2s) + (9 llV 9 ll24s (4 15x
Tt\(9Sl l V9Sl l \{m 2 + 2s) + Tr[(g%Ly gl L]24s'
As evidenced above, the effects of different interactions are included in eq. (4.13). 
In order to estimate possible effects, we now calculate the oscillation probability 
(4.9) in a couple of simple examples. We assume that in our theory only vector NSI 
contributes to the production and detection processes, which means that D++ is
mdi>= rS$fer
In the first example we assume that only an ordinary SM W± boson exchange 
contributes to the detection process with the usual flavour structure of coupling 
constants, i.e the detection operator (4.6) is given by \D\ij = 6ia6ja. For further 
convenience we also introduce an operator [X^]^^' = U* ( U = Exp{—iP,ixll) 
(3.16)), which represents the propagation process. In the linear approximation (2.31) 
we obtain
P(L, E) = \N'\2(Psm(L, E) + 2R e ^ X ^ ) ) ,  (4.16)
where e, N', are defined in the same way as in eq. (2.31, 2.32, 2.33) and PSM(L, E) 
is an ordinary SM oscillation probability. If, instead of (2.31), we use a pure state 
(2.32) \v) = + £ae)|j'a), we obtain a different result. The difference is of the
second order, i.e the term [e*XtL£T)ee also appears. The full calculation, without 
linear approximation, leads to the formula
P(L, E) = \N"\2(Psm(L, E) + 2Re([eTX>1}eil) + Tr[e*X>*eT]), (4.17)
where now N" = N' — ||e||2.
The differences between these two approaches, based on DM formalism and using 
pure QM states as usual, are small and can be neglected in present experiments
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because the bound on NSI [54] constrains eap <  0.033. This difference enables us 
to estimate the difference as being no greater than ||e||2, which is of the order one 
per mille.
Since we consider inverse muon decay as a detection process, it is natural to 
assume that NSI contributes also to a detection operator. Assuming that the NP 
contribution to the detection and production process are given by the same La- 
grangian, then in linear approximation we obtain
P (L , E) =  \N'\\Psm {L, E) +  2Re{[eT X ^ )  +  2Re{[eTX ^ ) ) ,  (4.18)
where we have introduced a [X^pp = U^Upi^. A calculation up to a second order 
in NSI gives the result
P (L ,E ) = \N"\4(Psm (L, E) +  2Re([eTX ^ )  +  2Re{[eTX ^ )  +  Tr[e*X>*er } +
2Re{U^[£TUeU  +  [U*e]^[eTU]eil) +  T r [eX ^ })  (4.19)
Moreover, higher order terms appear, but we can safely neglect them.
4.2.2 Deep inelastic scattering
In this case we assume that there are no scalar interactions between quarks and 
neutrinos. This assumption is justified by strong bounds obtained in pion leptonie 
decay [55]. Let us assume the following form of leptonie tensor:
I / *  = K L%[k>ik'u + k 'W  +  g ^ q 2/  2 + i e ^  k'a k0\
+ K R8 [kfk''' + +  ^ Y / 2  -  i e ^ k ^ k p ] ,  (4.20)
where K l and K r are coupling constant matrices, k  and U are neutrinos and lepton 
four momentum, while q = k — k/. To calculate the detection cross-section it is 
useful to note that the leptonie tensor for antineutrinos in SM is exactly equal to 
the leptonie tensor calculated with a right-handed current. Therefore, following the 
standard derivation of the DIS scattering formula, and assuming that the density 
matrix is diagonal in the helicity base, we obtain for (4.3)
o {p ,L )+ = Tr\Q++K'R] 4 M, (4.21)
a(p, L ) .  = Tr[Q— K []t^ M, (4.22)
where a^M {g§m) is the cross-section for the DIS of neutrinos (antineutrinos) mea­
sured under the assumption that SM is valid. Let us assume that there are no non­
standard neutrino interactions of vector type with left-handed neutrinos, in which 
case part Tr\g__J is of a purely SM origin and is therefore equal to the SM oscil­
lation probability. Using present bounds [36, 54, 56] on New Physics parameters, we 
can estimate that quantity TV[p++.Kjl] can take any value from 0 to 5 x 10- 3 . This
3This bound is obtained assuming that only one element of the matrix e  is non-zero. We
therefore must use the same assumption while estimating the possible effect of NSI
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follows on from the fact that elements of matrix K r do not exceed value 0.0174. In 
a similar way we can estimate <?++, since it is proportional to the NSI parameters 
that produce right-handed neutrinos. If NSIs are of vector type, then elements of 
g++ do not exceed 0.001, which is the square of a parameter g^R <  0.034 [36, 56]. 
Conversely, if right-handed neutrinos can be produced by scalar interactions, then 
the bounds are much worse, gjyj <  0.55, so the elements of p++ do not exceed 0.3. 
However, this value is much lower if we assume that scalar right-handed interactions 
are the only ones to contribute, in which case gRR <  0.058 [56]. A detailed study 
of possible effects would require choosing some specific models instead of working 
with effective operators and is beyond the scope of this work.
4Elements of K r  are proportional to the square of NSI parameters governing neutrino quarks’ 
interactions, which are bounded in pion decay and NOMAD experiments. The biggest parameter 
does not exceed 0.13. These details have been considered many times in the literature -  see [36, 54],
C h a p t e r  5
Majorana neutrinos
In this chapter we investigate the possible differences between Dirac [57] and Majo­
rana [58] neutrinos in muon decay, by using the DM formalism presented in previous 
chapters. This is an interesting case because if a neutrino is a Majorana particle, 
additional interference between different amplitudes will appear, thus contributing 
to muon decay.
It is not easy to determine if a neutrino is a Dirac or Majorana particle in the 
SM. It has been shown that it is not possible to determine the neutrino’s nature 
in the oscillation process [59], and a practical Dirac-Majorana confusion theorem
[60] has been formulated. A reason for this theorem being true is that helicity of a 
high energetic neutrino can be seen as a quantity which, with very good accuracy, 
acts as a conserved charge. Therefore, even if the neutrino is its own antiparticle, 
both neutrino states can be distinguished by helicity, if the interactions are only 
of the left-handed type. This forces us to consider NP models with both left- and 
right-handed neutrino interactions, particularly as we want to distinguish between 
Dirac and Majorana particles1. It has also been shown [61] that when neutrinos 
are not observed in muon decay, it is not possible to distinguish between Dirac and 
Majorana particles, even if any type of NP interaction is present, so we will calculate 
our observables which are based on neutrinos only.
Therefore, let us investigate a case with both left- and right-handed neutrinos 
produced in muon decay. It is best to choose only and g£L in D. 1 as being 
non-zero because can produce the largest effects. Prom our considerations in 
chapter 2, it follows that in the Dirac neutrino case the density matrix has the form
(5.1)
(5.2)
4x2(2(g£L)tg^L(2x -  3)P_ +  3(ffgfi)tggfi(l -  x)P+) 
+ 4Tr[(g^£,)tg]jjJ
while in the case of the Dirac antineutrino we have
_  2x2(24(g^L)T(g^L)*(l — x)P+ +  (gfifi)T(gflfl)*(2x — 3)P_)
+  4TV[(0l l ) ^ l iJ
We can easily obtain amplitudes for Majorana neutrinos by antisymmetrising the 
amplitudes calculated in the Dirac case in Appendix D with respect to both neutri­
nos and we obtain
K^K{2x  -  3)x2P_ +  &K*Kt {1 -  x )x 2P+
9 = -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tt\KU<\ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  < 5 ' 3 )
1 Another possibility is to look for neutrino-less double beta decay, but we do not consider this
here.
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where the K  matrix is given by K  =  2g^i +  Now we must look carefully
at the normalisation of our matrices. The coupling must be normalised such that it 
reproduces the measured decay rate, which means that for Dirac neutrinos we must 
have [56]
2M(0jih)*0b/i] +  4^’r ((9LL)ł9 l l \ — 4; (5-4)
however, the in Majorana case, the condition is different [61] due to the interference 
between the scalar and vector amplitudes
Tr[K^K] = 4. (5.5)
When comparing Dirac and Majorana neutrinos, mass-flavour structure is very im­
portant. If we assume that L — 0, i.e. we are interested in close detector results, 
we can calculate the probability of neutrino conversion. Even though the density 
matrices for Dirac (5.1 5.2) and Majorana (5.3) have different forms, the probability 
is the same for both the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. We assume that the detec­
tion process is described only by the SM contribution, with W± exchange and the 
usual mass flavour relation. This assumption simplifies considerations significantly 
and can be justified. For example, if neutrinos are detected in the deep inelastic 
scattering reaction, new scalar interactions with quarks can be classed as negligible. 
As such, a simple formula for the conversion probability can be found2
P( 0 ) ^ „  =  i - M f l i ! l ( i - £ )  (5.6)
P( 0 W ,T  =  i !2 S f i l ! ! ( i - f l  (5.7)
where £ is a number between zero and one (£ 6  [0 , 1]), which depends on the flavour 
structure of the scalar interactions, and ||-|| represents, as usual, the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm of a matrix. This formula is true for both the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos; 
however, whereas for Dirac neutrinos a bound from inverse muon decay measurement 
Ibflflll <  0-55 [36] exists, for the Majorana neutrinos this condition does not hold.
Therefore, the possibility exists that we can distinguish between Dirac and Ma­
jorana neutrinos in a nearby detector, although in reality this is very unlikely. In 
order to do that we have to measure inverse muon decay very precisely, so that
we can constrain the bound for Dirac neutrinos such that we have ||g^ ft|| <  gmax
2
for some measured value of gmax, and then if we observe P (0 )/1_>e,r >  or 
2
P (0 )M_y/1 <  1 — “ Jf*, we could conclude that neutrinos are Majorana particles. Un­
fortunately, this is model-dependent and we would also need to establish a charged 
scalar contribution to muon decay to produce a definite conclusion in relation to 
this point. Present bounds are not robust enough to provide sufficient information
2In order to prove that we need to assume some general form of matrix g%R and then perform 
explicit calculations, we can factorise the norm of matrix g%R and observe that the remaining part 
is bounded between 0 and 1.
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Figure 5.1: The P (0 )M_>e for the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Matrices were 
generated randomly, while gx[ L were assumed to have the SM flavour structure and 
II^llII >  0-96, and only constraints coming from overall normalisation to Gp  were 
applied.
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Figure 5.2: The P (0 )/1_>/J for the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Matrices were 
generated randomly while g\L were assumed to have the SM flavour structure and 
>  0.96, and only constraints coming from overall normalisation to Gp were 
applied.
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Figure 5.3: The P ( f o r  the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Matrices were 
generated randomly while g^L were assumed to have the SM flavour structure and 
\\g\iW >  0.96, and both constraints coming from overall normalisation to Gp and 
cuts from P (0)M_>e were applied.
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Figure 5.4: The P(L)^_>e for the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Matrices gRR were 
generated randomly while g\L were assumed to have the SM flavour structure and 
\\gilW >  0.96, and only constraints coming from overall normalisation to G f were 
applied. We chosen j? = 15000 and we assumed that the detector had perfect energy 
resolution.
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Figure 5.5: The for the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Matrices
were generated randomly, while g^L were assumed to have the SM flavour structure 
and ||(^ L|| >  0.96, and only constraints coming from overall normalisation to Gp 
were applied. We chosen =  15000 and we assumed that the detector had perfect 
energy resolution.
about neutrino nature. In fact, we have checked this numerically by generating 107 
random complex matrices gf^ , after which we applied bounds from experiments 
measuring P(0)^_>e- We plotted all possible values of P (0)/1_>e in Figure 5.1 and 
P {0)^->M in Figure 5.2 for the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. We then applied the 
cuts from experimental results for P (0 )#1_>e3 (see [54] and references therein), but the 
result did not change in any significant way, as can be seen in Figure 5.3 (comparing 
Figure 5.2, where only overall normalisation constrains were applied, we see that the 
pattern does not change). We therefore conclude that it would be extremely difficult 
to distinguish Dirac and Majorana neutrinos in a nearby detector because it would 
require very high values of 115^11 and the specific flavour structure of gRR, such 
that we would observe a large deficit of muon neutrinos. The situations improve 
dramatically if we look for neutrinos in a far detector. Assuming perfect energy 
resolution of the detector for ^  =  15000, we plotted possible values of oscillation 
probability. In Figure 5.4, we plotted P (L )M_>e, while in Figure 5.5 , P (L )M_>M was 
depicted.
As we can see in this case, possible values of oscillation probability for Majorana
3Due to the different flavour structures of scalar interaction, the flavour conversion of neutrinos 
can appear at zero distance. KARMEN and NOMAD experiments [62, 63] have not detected any 
flavour conversion at short distance, so we can use this result to constrain P (0)M_>*.
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Figure 5.6: The for the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Matrices
were generated randomly, while g\L were assumed to have the SM flavour structure 
and >  0.96, and only constraints coming from overall normalisation to Gp
were applied. We chosen j? =  15000 and we assumed that the detector had perfect 
energy resolution.
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neutrinos exceed the region allowed for Dirac neutrinos, even for small values of 
IlSfifill- In this case, if we establish a scalar right-handed contribution to muon 
decay (which is very common in many models of NP), then observing the probability 
beyond the region allowed for Dirac neutrinos, we can conclude that neutrinos are 
Majorana particles. Similarly, as in the case of the near detector, the application of 
cuts from P (0)M_>e [54] does not change the possible patterns for the muon neutrino 
disappearance experiment, as can be seen in Figure 5.6.

C h a p t e r  6
Summary
In this thesis we presented a formalism based on QM mixed states, which is impor­
tant in the phenomenological analysis of planned neutrino oscillation experiments. 
Using the basic principles of QM, we provided the proper definition of neutrino 
states. Consequently, our formalism can be applied to any Q FT that describes neu­
trino interactions. We only need to calculate the neutrino’s production amplitudes, 
which later defines the neutrino state using the construction presented in Chapter 
2 of this thesis. We also showed that when production amplitude satisfies certain 
conditions, the neutrino state can be pure. This situation occurs for usual produc­
tion process in SM; however, in general, the neutrino states are mixed in the QM 
sense.
Furthermore, the Lorentz transformation properties of DM matrix were pre­
sented. We demonstrated that, due to small neutrino masses, they do not change 
the helicity structure of the neutrino DM, which subsequently simplifies calculations 
in a very significant way. Also, a condition was provided that enabled us to calcu­
late which neutrinos will reach the detector, depending on its distance and size. We 
also devised a calculation for neutrino propagation in matter with general types of 
interaction, based on already known effective potential methods. This method is 
easily accommodated into the DM approach. However, we did not present a theory 
of neutrino propagation in a dense environment, although it could be taken into 
account in further research.
The calculations for the detection cross-section were presented and we discussed 
the problem of properly defining oscillation probability in the general case of NSI. 
Usually, oscillation probability depends on the detection process, so in practice it 
is best to use only a general formula for the detection cross-section, which includes 
oscillations. However, it was shown that it is possible to define a quantity that 
may be called oscillation probability and is helpful in the analysis of oscillation 
experiments. In addition, we presented example calculations using muon decay as 
a production process.
The example of neutrinos produced in muon decay showed that the usual effects 
connected with NSI in production and detection process are small and will require 
the next generation of more precise neutrino experiments to produce telling results. 
The most promising NP contributions in muon decay axe scalar right-handed inter­
actions that, as we calculated, can give significant effects which in general may be 
different for Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Although the determination of neutri­
nos’ nature in nearby detectors is extremely unlikely, if scalar right-handed inter­
actions are present, oscillation experiments may confirm that neutrinos are indeed
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Majorana particles.
A p p e n d i x  A
Lorentz Transformations
In this appendix we will derive the Lorentz transformations of a density matrix 
by using the properties of the helicity state and following the original paper by 
Jacob and Wick [64] as well as a good review by Leader [65]. In addition, we will 
use a Jackson convention [66]. We will denote the helicity states by |p, A), while 
|po,«, sz = A/2) is a state of particle at rest with spin s and a third component of 
spin sz. The po will be a standard four-vector, i.e. po =  (m, 0 , 0 ,0 ) .  By r(a ,/3 ,7 ) =  
r z ( a ) r y (f3)rz (y )  we mean a rotation through the Euler angles
r*(a) =
(  1 0
0 cos(a)
0 sin(a) 
\ 0 0
0 0 \
— sin(a) 0
cos(a) 0
0 1 /
(A.l)
rv(0 )
( I  0 0 0 \
0 cos(/3) 0 sin(/3)
0 0 1 0
V 0 — sin(/3) 0 cos(/3) )
and by lz(fi) we denote a boost in direction z with velocity /3.
/  0 0
\ j i - p
1- 02
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0
1-/32 ^ 
0 
0
1- p  /
(A.2)
(A.3)
Now let us assume that p has polar angles 6 , <)>, in which case the helicity state is 
defined by:
|p, A) =  U\h(p)]\po,s,sz =  A/2), (A.4)
with
h(p) = 8 , 0)lz(v), (A .5)
v = ^  and f/[A] is unitary operators from representation of the Lorentz group, which 
corresponds to element A (in our case A =  h(p)). Now we proceed to calculate the 
effect of the Lorentz transformation on the helicity state
|]?,A') =  t/[A]|p,A). (A .6)
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The components of j? can be calculated easily, since p^ =  A^p", with p1' being a 
momentum four-vector with spatial components p. Let us now multiply Eq. (A.6) 
by unity f/[/i(p')]£/- 1[/i(p')] and use definition (A.4)
U[\}\p,\) = U[h(P)}n\po,s,\), (A.7)
where 1Z = U^ 1 [h(p)]U[A]U[h(p)} = U\h~l {j/)Ah{p)\. 71 represents a rotation. To 
view this, let us start with po, following which h(p) transforms po to p, A changes p 
to p' and finally h~l (j/) changes p' to po. As such, the standard four-vector remains 
unchanged, and from its form we observe that it is only unaffected by rotations, so 
7Z must be a rotation. We will call this ‘Wick helicity’ rotation and denote it by
r(A ,p) =  h~1(p')Ah(p). (A.8)
We now define a matrix representation of the rotation group, let r be rotation and 
then
^A'A (r ) =  (PCM, A'|t/[r] |p0,s , A). (A.9)
Now we can write
| p\A') =  C/[A]|p-,A) =  £ W M,(r(A ,p))IĆ , A). (A.10)
A
To acquire a neutrino state in the LAB frame we need to know the Wick helicity 
rotation, which is connected with a boost from the CM to the LAB frame. We 
will assume that we have performed the boost in z direction with velocity /3, and a 
neutrino with mass m has a momentum p in CM and velocity v. While in the LAB, 
the neutrino has momentum p' 1 and velocity v'. Then, according to (A.8), the Wick 
helicity rotation is given by:
r ( /2(^),p) =  / i - 1(p>)/2(/3)/i(p), (A .11)
with
h(p) =  r(4>,6,0)lz(v), h(pf) = r(<t>,0,,O)lz(vl). (A.12)
By performing an explicit calculation we find that r(lz(/3),p) is a rotation around 
the y axis, so we can simply write
r(lz{P),P) = Tv{eWic k), (A. 13)
with
sin Qwick = m<isin(e> {A. 14)
\ / ł ^ 2  m2 +  p2 cos(20) +  p2) +  2p/3\Jm2 + p 2 cos(9) +  p2
1If momentum p  in the spherical coordinates has length |p| and angles 0 and <f>, then p' has the
same angle <f>, since the boost is in z direction.
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„ 0 y/m2 + p2 cos(6) + p
COS Owick =  , ^ = -  (A. 15)
\J t?/32 (2m2 +  p2 cos(20) +  p2) +  2p/3a/m2 +  p2 cos(0) +  p2 
Now, expanding this relation for a small neutrino mass we obtain 
m/3sin(0) m3 (/32 sin(0)(/3 +  cos(0))) _ ^
q //j\ . fj/  ^ //j\ i \3 / > (A .16)pp cos(0) +  p  2 (pp cos(0) +  p)J
m2 (/32 sin2(0)) / 4\ 
c o s W = l - 2 W c 0 6 W  + p)2 + O ( m ) ,  (A. 17)
so we can observe that Owick is close to zero. Now let us check how this affects the 
neutrino’s density matrix, which, after Lorentz transformation, is given by
g' = U[A]gU'[A], (A. 18)
or explicitly on matrix elements
[^(pOlvi.y* =  V\ v ( r (A>P))(2?xx'(r (A’^ » )t [^(p)]''i.xfc- (A -19)
Now, since in our case the Wick helicity rotation is a rotation around the y axis, we 
write
1rxx,(r(l2(/3),p)) = d°xy(0Wick). (A.20)
In the neutrino’s case, what we need is a matrix element
d^yiOwick) =  (po, s i A/|e“ l'®w,<cfc|po, s, A) =  \e^e^ / 2\Xy .  (A.21)
Using the properties of a  matrices this can be written as
d\y(0wick) = fax  cos(0wick/2) + i\oy\\\i sin(<Viek/2), (A.22)
so, as expected (because V^y (r) form a representation of the rotation group in the 
neighbourhood of the unit element), for small angles Owick we can use the following 
approximation:
d\y(6wick) = 6\x, (A.23)
which in practice means that the Lorentz boost from the CM frame to the LAB 
does not affect any discrete variables of the density matrix.

A p p e n d i x  B
Useful algebraic theorems
Some of these theorems and their proof can be found in [67].
T h eorem  B .l .  Let B  be a matrix and A =  B^B. IfTr[A] =  0, then B  =  0.
Proof. A is positively defined, since
(x|A|x) =  (x\B^B\x) =  ||B|x)||2 ^  0 (B .l)
for any |x). Now let (|i))l=1)7l form a base, following which
n
0 =  Tr[A\ =  £<*|X|a>, (B.2)
i=1
but since A is positively defined, then (i|^ 4|i) =  ||B|i)||2 =  0 for every i. If we now 
let |x) =  Ci\i) be any vector, then
||B|x)|| =  ^  £  |ci|||B|t)|| =  0, (B.3)
i= 1 i= 1
so B\x) =  0, but since |x) is any vector, then B  =  0. □
T h eorem  B .2 . I f C  is positively defined, all o f its square roots are related by unitary 
transformation.
Proof. Suppose that C  =  A^A =  B^B. We can now consider two cases. First, 
assuming that B  is invertible, we define U = AB~l . In this case,
U*U = B'~l A'AB~l = B ^ l C B ~l =  =  / .  (b .4)
If B  is not invertible, since C  is positively defined, we can define a Moore-Penrose 
pseudo-inverse1 Let us consider a matrix U — A B+. W will prove that U is partial
1A Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [68, 69] of matrix A, which is defined as matrix A+ and 
satisfies the following conditions:
AA+A =  A 
A+AA+ = A+
(AA+ )' =  AA+
(i4+i4)f =  A+A 
It can be easily proven that A+ is unique.
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isometry, i.e. UU+ is a projector. In this instance we can define P  = UU+. The 
fact that P  is a hermitian is obvious, so let us calculate P 2
p 2 =  a b +b +'a 'a b +b +'a ' = a b +b +' b 'b b +b +'a '
= A B + i B B ^ B B + B ^ A ^  = AB +BB +B B +B+'A t =  AB+B B +B +*At 
=  A B+B +1* t f  =  UU* = P  (B.5)
Consequently, P  is a projection, so U, which is a partial isometry, can be extended 
to unitary operator U with a domain equal to a whole space [70]. We finally obtain 
UB = A B+B = AA+A = A. □
T h eo rem  B .3 . Let matrix A have r non-zero singular values <Ji, i = 1, . . . ,r  and let 
. ,« r }  be a orthonormal set o f eigenvectors for AA^, i.e. AA^Ui = a^ui. I f  we 
now define a set o f vectors Vi = -^ -A^ Ui, then
A* Avi =  a? Vi (B .6)
(vi,vj) = 6ij (B.7)
Ui =  —Avi (B .8)
<?i
Proof.
A^  Avi =  — A^AA^Ui = cjiA t^ii =  afvi (B.9) 
(Vi,Vj) = -^—{A^Ui, A^Uj) =  ——  (AA^Ui,Uj) =  — (Ui,Uj) =  6ij (B.10)Oi<Jj  O i O j  O j
by an orthogonality of Ui.
Ui — \AA^Ui = — Avi (B .ll)
° r
□
T h eo rem  B .4  (Singular value decomposition (SVD)). For any non-zero matrix A, 
unitary matrices U and V exist such that
E  = U'AV (B.12)
is diagonal with singular values on the diagonal.
Proof. Let us take vectors Ui, i =  l , . . . , r  from theorem B.3, which forms the or­
thonormal basis of range(A), and let us take some basis of range(A)-1, which we 
denote as {ur+i, ...zin}. Naturally,
A^ Uk = 0, k  =  r +  1, ...,n  (B.13)
We define matrix U as U = [m, ...Ur,Ur+i, ...,u„], while similarly we take vec­
tors Vi from theorem B.3, which forms the basis of range(A^), and we choose
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some basis in range(A^)1- {wr+1, As a result, matrix V is defined as
V =  wr ,vr+i , . . . , t ;m] and matrix E  = W AV  satisfies
{ E ) i j  — u \ A v j  — 0 for i >  r  or j  >  r  ( B . 1 4 ) 
(Z')ij =  u\Avj =  — d-AA^Uj =  (Tju\uj = Ojbij for i , j  =  l , . . . , r  ( B . 1 5 ) 
° j
□

A p p e n d i x  C
Matter oscillation potential
Here, we present an effective potential in matter [53] for general types of interactions, 
and we define an effective matter potential
(C.l)
with
= (f,P,M'4’j T a (ga + 9a75)^/|/ ,P,A) .  
Then, [53] for each fermion /
=
VT =  fit/
./ / m /
%n,SpKihl'
V2 U}
Gf
Gf
7 fn/
Pm
pPs°
E f
+  ig'r
PfjSy -  PySfj. \ 
/
(C.2)
(C.3)
(C.4)
(C.5)
(C.6)
where is a spin four-vector
c =  ( L i  \ +  p (p ~a ) \
\ m / ’ m / (m / +  £ / )  /  
while (Z) denotes an average Z:
(Z) = — Y , [  Z(p,X)pf (p,X)^p.
ni x J
Using spinor normalisation condition u^u =  1, neutrino currents can be evalu­
ated as follows. Up to a first order in neutrino mass [23], we obtain the following
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(C.7)
expansions:
U i ( \ ) u j ( \ )  =  m '^ p } +  0 ( ( ^ ) 3 ) ,
u i ( \ ) u j ( — A) =  0,
u ^ u j i x )  =  A +  0 ( ( f  )3),
Ui(X)y5Uj(-X) =  0 ,
« i (A)7 % ( A )  =  n» +  0 ( ( f  )2),
^ ( - l b ^ + l )  =  - M + I b % ( - 1)]* =  m? +  0 ( ( f  )3),
« i(A )7M75«j(A) =  A +  0 ( ( ^ ) 2),
=  [u i(+ l)7 'ł7 5 u j ( - l ) ] ł =  +  0( ( f  )3),
S i(A )^ « i(A ) = i n fc^  + 0 ( ( f ) 3),
^ ( A ) a % ( A )  =  X eklrnr +  0 ( ( f  )3),
Ui(-l)<70fcU j(+ l) =  [ui(+l)cr0fcu j ( - l ) ] *  =  i m k +  0 ( (^ )2),
U i ( - l ) a klU j (+ l )  =  [ u i (+ l ) a hlu j ( - l ) ] *  =  e klrm T +  0 ( (^ )2),
where =  (1, r?), i t  =  (sin 6 cos <p , sin0sin<p , cos 6) is a vector describing the 
neutrino’s direction of flight and =  (0, n£), rrł =  (cos # cos siny?, cos 6 sin <p+
i cos (p , — sin0).
A p p e n d i x  D
Muon decay amplitudes
In this appendix we present 16 helicity amplitudes for muon decay, evaluated in 
a muon rest frame. We treat all the particles except muon as massless because 
ra„ me <  M. M stands for muon mass, and Gp is a Fermi constant. Variables 
with subscript e refer to electrons, while subscript n means a neutrino and m  an 
antineutrino. We assume the following Lagrangian:
where we assume summation over neutrino mass indices i , j  and different chiral 
structures a  = L ,R  and (3 = L ,R  while — L = R  and —R = L. We do not include 
tensor interactions because for phenomenological reasons we do not expect it to be 
relevant at tree-level in any NP model. We can relate this parameter with those 
previously used in simpler Lagrangians (2.21) and (2.38):
(from this point we use a matrix notation, i.e. we do not write explicitly neutrino 
mass indices), e denotes particle energy, and ip and 6 are the particle’s angles in 
spherical coordinates. We now introduce the following quantity:
Ci = —2' /2G px
[(»£p)ij {v iP -at) (pPffVj) + Pc,e ) (p76^V j)] +  h.C.,  (D .l)
(D.2)
(D.3)
(D.4)
(D.5)5  S r  = 9 r r
1 (D.6)
which simplifies notation. We use the following order of helicities appearing as 
arguments of an amplitude ^[A^, Ae, Am, An]. We also use coupling constant matrices 
as g*p = X ap to simplify notation. The amplitudes for the Dirac neutrinos are given
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below:
A [ - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ] =
8£ cos [ ^ ]  cos [ ^ ]  sin [^ ] S r l  -  ellfin cos [^-] sin [^-] S r l )  (D.7) 
A [ -  1 , - 1 , - 1 ,1 ] =
8(  sin \fy\ (el(fie cos [ ^ ]  sin [^ ]  — e%lfn cos \Qf \ sin [t^ ]) S r r  (D.8) 
A [ - 1 , - 1 ,1 , - 1 ] =
16£ (—e*^' cos [ ^ ]  sin [^ ]  +  e,¥,m cos [^ ] sin [ ^ ] ) sin [ ^ ]  Vll (D.9) 
A [ -  1, - 1, 1, 1]=
16£ cos \^ f\ ( —elipn cos [ ^ ]  sin \fy\ +  ellpm cos [ ^ ]  sin [t^ ]) V lr (D.10) 
A [ - 1 ,1 , - 1 , - 1 ] =
16£sin [t^ ] (e,v>m cos [t^ ] sin [Ąp-] — e11^ " cos [^ -] sin [t^ ]) Vrl (D .ll) 
A[ — 1 ,1 ,—1,1]=
16£ cos [t^] (el¥>m cos [^ -] sin [^ ] — e1^ ' cos [^ ]  sin [ j^1] ) Vrr (D.12)
A[ — 1 ,1 ,1, —1]=
—8£ cos [ ^ ]  (el<p" COS m sin [ * ] -  e ^ c o s [ f ] s i n [ ^ ] ) 5 LL (D.13) 
A [ - l ,  1 ,1 ,1 ]=
- 8£ sin [ ^ ]  (e*^n cos [ ^ ]  sin [^ ] 5 Lr  -  e1*’' cos [^-] sin [^ ]  5 Lr )  (D.14) 
A [l, — 1, — 1, — 1]=
8£sin [2gi] el'Pm (elv>n cos \^ f \ sin \^ f \ S r l  -  cos [ ^ ]  sin \^ f \ S r l )  (D.15)
A[l, —1, —1, 1]=
8et¥,mC cos \fy\ cos [t -^] sin [^ ] — e*^" cos \_^ f \ sin [t^] ) S r r  (D.16)
A[l, —1 ,1, —1]=
16el¥,"C cos [^-] (—et(fie cos \ty\ sin [4f-] +  cos [t?-] sin ) V ll (D.17)
A [l ,- 1 ,1 ,1 ] =
16e,v5eC sin [^-] (el¥,n cos [^ ]  sin [fy] — et¥>m cos [ ^ ]  sin [t^]) V lr (D.18)
A[l, 1, —1, —1] =
16el¥,'£  cos [^ ]  (el>Pm cos [ ^ ]  sin \%f\ — e1^ " cos [ ^ ]  sin [ ^ ] ) V rl (D.19)
A [l, 1 , - 1 ,1 ] =
lSe'^C  (—el¥>m cos \W  sin [^ ]  -f e*^e cos [^-] sin [%*•]) sin [t^] Vr r  (D.20)
A[l, 1 ,1 , - 1 ] =
8el¥,mCsin [ ^ ]  (el¥>n cos [ ^ ]  sin [^ ] — cos [^ ]  sin [^ j1]) S l l  (D.21)
A [l, 1 ,1 ,1 ]=
8c,VmC c o s  [ % * ]  { — e lip n  COS [ ^ ] s i n  [ ^ ]  5 L R  +  e * *  cos [fy ] sin [ % ]  SLR)(D.22)
For Majorana neutrinos, the situation is more complicated because two identical 
particles can appear in a final state, which requires amplitudes to be antisymmetric 
with respect to the interchange of two neutrinos. Therefore, amplitudes for Ma-
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jorana neutrinos are obtained by taking ^ (^ [A ^ , Ae, Am, An] — Ae,An, Am]),
where T  denotes taking a transpose in mass indices.
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